Why the DoD mandated Ada. When the Department of Defense mandated Ada® for embedded and mission-critical systems development, there was good reason. This reusable, high-order language can put an end to the Software Crisis. Ada decreases skyrocketing software costs, improves management and control, reduces life cycle costs, boosts productivity, dramatically reduces errors and cuts training costs. Ada is the language of the day, and Verdix speaks it. Louder and clearer than anyone.

Why others are mandating Verdix. We have the first highly portable production-quality Ada development system. The Verdix Ada Development System (VADSTM)® is the first production-quality Ada compiler system to meet DoD's stringent requirements for Ada language mission-critical systems development. It is now available on the DEC VAX™ series computer systems and includes:

- High performance, rehostable/retargetable Ada compiler under UNIX™ 4.2 BSD and ULTRIX™ (soon under VMS) with excellent diagnostics;
- Symbolic Debugger;
- Library Management Utilities;
- Run Time System. Designed for large scale and embedded systems development, VADS speeds programming faster than any other Ada compiler.

VADS also helps programmers quickly learn the Ada language. The unexcelled diagnostics speed correction time and shorten development time. The Symbolic Debugger lets you watch your program execute, Ada line by Ada line or machine instruction by machine instruction, even for remote embedded systems. And it's highly portable: VADS will be available on a wide range of computer systems.

Fully DoD validated; available now. VADS is validated and ready to be put to work. It's not a promise. It's available now (as in "here and now") and already in use by major DoD contractors.

To find out for yourself how the Verdix Ada Development System can work for you, write, or call (703) 448-1980 and talk to Howard Nevin, Vice President of Product Planning and Corporate Development for more information.

IT'S VALIDATED. USE PROVEN. AVAILABLE NOW!

Verdix Corporation
Westgate Research Park
7655 Old Springhouse Road
McLean, VA 22102
(703) 448-1980
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